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and by "complete induction." As each pole joins (n -2) lines counted 3 times on account of Aronhold-Kennedy's rule, the configuration further contains n(n-1)(/?-2)/3
AronholdKennedy-lines.
One degree-of-freedom mechanisms, not being overconstrained, do meet the Grubler-Kutzbach Criterion, reading l=f=3(n-l)~2d-s (1) in which {d) equals the number of turning-joints which are the trivialpoles, and (s) equals the number of roll-slides. (Note that: a roll-slide is observed to allow sliding and rotation between the links that are so paired (see Figs. 1 and 2)). A slider that forbids rotation, by the way, simply has its (relative) center of rotation (i.e., its trivial pole) lying at infinity. In the particular case, for which a mechanism contains a loop with merely sliders (or wedges), one has to skip the rotation for such a loop even as a mobility-degree of freedom counted in Grubler's formula. An example shows Fig. 4 in which all rotation-centeres are aligned; they all join the infinity- line permanently. The mechanism is in fact double overconstrained. One reduces it to a singular overconstrained mechanism by changing one of the elementary pairs 1 into a rollslide or into a sliding-pair allowing rotation. Doing this a second time, one has to be careful not to introduce an unnecessary motion (such as an elliptic motion, for instance). The result, containing 2 roll-slides, shows Fig. 5 . It represents a constrained form of our wedge-mechanism. Grubler's formula is then applicable in its original form, though in the ideal case the two introduced turning-joints as part of the roll-slides do not work. However, in the real mechanism, the forcetransmission is improved this way.
Though according to the Figs. 1 and 2, a roll-slide may have a slider or not, we prefer not to include these sliders in the number of links in). The common normal in a roll-slide then has to be observed as a locus for the relative pole in such a pair (for sliders in a roll-slide, the common normal would be the line connecting their turning-joint with their trivial pole lying at infinity in a direction normal to the sliding surfaces). If the sliders in the roll-slides would have been included, it would be natural to treat the roll-slides, not containing sliders, in a similar way. That is to say, we then have to replace them by additional bars each time connecting the curvature centers of the two touching curves. The curvature centers themselves then become (trivial) poles that are to be included in the poleconfiguration.
However, all this may be avoided by simply replacing the roll-slides, with or without a slider, by a locus for their relative pole running along the common normal in their point of contact.
Rearranging Grubler's Criterion for one-degree-of-freedom mechanisms yields: Examples are the 4-bar, for which n = 4, s = 0; the slidercrank with n = 3, s = 1, and the double-slider, producing cardan-motion, for which n = 2,s = 2 (see Fig. 6 ). Examples with an odd number of links, meeting Grubler's formula for constrained motion, are demonstrated in Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10. They all have one degree of freedom in motion. For them an odd number of roll-slides is needed to meet Grubler's formula and to turn them into a mechanism with one motion-variable. In case there is an absence of roll-slides, the constrained mechanism needs to have an even number of links.
Of major importance for the structural synthesis of an (over)constrained mechanism would be the number of inde-
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Transactions of the ASME pendent poles. These poles determine the complete pole-configuration. To determine their number, Griibler's formula (1) for constrained linkage mechanisms is brought into the form: d+s/2=Vi{ln-4) (la) The left-hand side of this formula then represents an expression for the number of the so-called trivial poles, being the (d) turning-joints of the mechanism in addition to the (s) roll-slides, each of the latter counted for half since a roll-slide determines only a locus for their relative pole (According to F. Reuleaux (1875), elementary pairs such as a roll-slide, consists of two elements, being the mating surfaces of two, so interconnected, links. An example would be a cam and roller or the toothflanks of a meshing gear-wheel pair. The common normal on the mating surfaces then represents the abovementioned locus for the relative pole between the interconnected pair of links.) Clearly, a constrained linkage mechanism possesses a poleconfiguration that is fully determined by the turning-joints and the roll-slides of the mechanism. Hence, (d+s/2) resembles the number of independent poles of this configuration. Totally, we have Vm{n -1) poles. Thus, only Vi(2>n -4) of them determine the remaining poles of the configuration, of which there are Vm(n -1) -Vi(3« -4) = Vi{n -2) 2 . Whence, 'A(3n -4) independent poles determine Vi(n -2) 2 dependent poles of a complete pole-configuration.
Complete induction as a mathematical tool applied on the arrangement of poles in the form of Pascal's triangle, also leads to Vi{3n -4) independent poles: Say, the statement is true for N = n, we then have to prove this to be true for N = n + 1. In other words, if we have (n + 1) links instead of n, only 1 Vi poles of the n poles now adjoined, are independent ones: Indeed, one of them may be adjoined without ado, but a second one has to join an Aronhold-Kennedy-line through one of the relative poles for n links and the first one. Such a line acts as a locus for the second one and therefore counts for half a pole. For a third one we find two of such AronholdKennedy-lines and therefore is fully determined.
For n = 2, there is one pole which is independent. For n = 3, we have only 3 poles of which only 2Vi are independent (see Figs. 1 or 2). For n = 4, there are 6 poles of which, naturally, 4 are independent, whereas for n = 5, we are dealing with Desargues' Configuration? in which we recognize 10 poles, SVi of them being independent (see Fig. 17 So, all in all, the statement as formulated in the summary seems to be true. The reader may additionally prove that the complete pole-configuration is also fixed by Vi(3n -4) independent Aronhold-Kennedy-/;'«es'.
For even numbered linkage mechanisms the number of independent poles represents an integer. If such poles are replaced by the trivial poles representing the turning-joints, one finds the 4-bar linkages, the 16 eight-bar chains, the 230 tenbar forms etc., all having Vi(3« -4) turning-joints. For the odd-numbered linkage mechanisms, meeting Griibler's Criterion for constrained motion, the number of independent or trivial poles is not an integer. Then, at least one, so-called "half-pole" is included in the mechanism. This simply means, that a roll-slide is included, as then a trivial-locus appears joining one of the other now-trivial poles of the pole-configuration (see again Figs. 7 to 10, all containing an odd number of roll-slides.)
Overconstrained Mechanisms with One (Eventually Only Instantaneous) Motion Variable
These mechanisms have a unique pole-configuration, but do not meet Griibler's formula 4 for constrained motion. For them, either n + s = odd (Fig. 19) , or secondly, when n + s = even, the expression [d + 2(5 + 1)) is not divisible by the factor 3 ( Fig. 20) . Apart from these two possibilities, a third no«-Griibler case may occur for n + s = 2m, while {d + 2(s + 1)) = 3k, the integers k and m being unequal (see Fig. 11 ). (Note, that for k = m, Griibler's formula for constrained motion returns by elimination of the common parameter m.) Mechanisms 'See Section 3 for further information. 4 If Griibler's Criterion for constrained motion is not upheld, either an overconstrained mechanism or a vacillating (i.e., wobbly) structure ensues. of this third type, however, have large integers for (n + s) and do not easily come to one's mind. Generally, however, any overconstrained linkage will be one of these three types. Thus, when for the first type, the rollslides are counted as links, an overconstrained linkage appears when the total number of links will be odd. If for this type, the roll-slides are not included in the number of links, n has to be odd, when s = even and vice versa. We may further say, that complete pole-configurations, coordinated to an odd number of links (roll-slides counted as links) belong to overconstrained mechanisms or to vacillating (i.e., non-rigid or wobbly) structures, whereas those coordinated to an even number of links, meeting the expression [d + 2(s + 1)} = 3(« + s)/2, belong to the "mobility-one" mechanisms, meeting Griibler's Criterion for constrained motion. The latter are shown in Figs. 1 to 3 and 5 to 10.
Overconstrained linkages, however, are the most interesting. That is because they have particular (geometric) properties. For instance, the (exact) straight-line mechanisms, such as demonstrated in Figs. 12 and 13, are, in fact, singular overconstrained linkage mechanisms with a roll-slide. Figure 12 , for which n = 6 and 5=1, shows The first type appears in this figure when one bar and its 3 turning-joints are omitted. Then, n = 1 and s = 0, as shown in Fig. 14 . The latter being a 7-bar overconstrained linkage chain having turning-joints but no roll-slides evades the parallelogram-mode of the crossed-parallelogram. Thus, even in the stretched position of the crossed-parallelogram, a unique pole-configuration exists, whence a changeover into the second mode is prohibited this way.
Another example of the second type represents Burmester's (or Kempe's) focal mechanism (see Fig. 15 and Ref. 14) . Then, a focal point (triple joint) is connected to the four sides of a random four-bar, resulting into a double overconstrained linkage mechanism, for which n = 8, s = 0 and d = 11, whence [d + 2(5 + 1)) is not divisible by the factor 3.
Finally, Fig. 16 demonstrates a particular example for which n = 1 and 5 = 6. Here, each link produces an elliptic motion, the links constituting a linkage-hexagon having successive turn-
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Transactions of the ASME ing-joints alternately joining two fixed axes. One bar may be omitted, though without increasing the mechanisms' degree of mobility (in fact, the additional bar made the mechanism overconstrained).
Desargues' Configuration
Desargues' Configuration is a purely geometric configuration containing two so-called perspective (or homological) triangles (see Fig. 17 or 21, and Ref. 11). The 3 lines connecting the corresponding vertices of these triangles join a singular point, which is usually named the center of perspectivity, or sometimes Desargues' Point. The remaining points of the figure are the intersection-points of the corresponding sides of the 2 triangles. They appear to join a straight-line, usually named the axis of perspectivity or the homology-axis. The figure so leads to Desargues' Theorem, stated as follows: Theorem 2 If two triangles are perspective from a point, pairs of corresponding sides respectively meet at 3 collinear points of intersection, and conversely. For the proof of this theorem, we consider 10 relative (velocity-)poles for 5 moving links. Then the figure of these poles must contain 10 Aronhold-Kennedy lines, each of them carrying 3 poles for 3 links. This proves and completes the figure.' Thus, the complete configuration of Desargues represents a complete pole-configuration, coordinated to a planar 5-link mechanism. The mechanism built with these 5 links, may or may not meet Griibler's Formula for constrained motion. If it does meet this formula, such as in Figs. 7 is met. Finally, the kinematic chain has to be a closed one, as it would otherwise be possible to combine an overconstrained chain with an open one, the total chain meeting Griibler's formula for constrained motion, but in reality having, for instance, two degrees of freedom in motion. The uniqueness of the complete pole-configuration, such as Desargues' Configuration for 5 links, is therefore a better guarantee for constrained motion than Griibler's formula. However, notwithstanding that, it is still possible that the motion of the linkage is only instantaneous. The mechanisms demonstrated in Figs. 17 and 18 for instance do not meet Griibler's formula for constrained motion. In these cases, we are dealing with (first order) instantaneous motion mechanisms.
As we have seen in the last section, a non-Griibler mechanism with permanent motion is also possible. An example for 5 links would be the overconstrained mechanism of and the tetrahedron (P12P13P14P15) (see Fig. 21 ). One then observes that this plane (P25P35P45) intersects the ground-plane (P21P31P41) at the straight-line P 2 j -P34 -Pn,i-This demonstrates Desargues' Configuration as well as the "elation" of the planar Fig. 3 by adjoining a spatial projection center S = P 15 as well as a spacetriangle ABC (which is AP25P35P45) that is to be projected on to the (ground-)plane of Fig. 3 .
This elation of Fig. 3 , obtained by adjoining 4 space-points, namely S, and A, B, C, simultaneously represents the so-called stereoidal elation of Desargues' Planar Configuration. The latter doesn't adjoin points, the first one does.
One may further note, that any point or pole from Desargues' Pole-Configuration may act as perspectivity-center. For instance, if, say Pu, would be the center instead of P 15 , we are then looking at the intersecting plane P52P32P42 and the tetrahedron P15P13P14P12. further at the perspectivity triangles P15P13P14 and P52P32P42 going with the axis of perspectivity P53 -P34 -P45. just as exchanging the numbers 2 and 5. It is all caused by the fact, that each time 3 lines join a pole, whereas simultaneously each line in the figure carries 3 poles. This ability of changing the perspectivity-center turns the configuration into a perspectivity of order 10 as the figure contains 10 poles, each of them possibly acting as a center of perspectivity.
A further, subsequent elation of Desargues' Configuration may in its turn be carried out by adjoining two different space-
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Transactions of the ASME centers Si, S 2 and a spatial located triangle ABC. The projection of AABC onto the ground-plane (ir) from these two spacecenters indeed gives the two mutual perspective triangles at TT (see Fig. 22 ). 
First Generalization of Desargues' Configuration
To find this first generalization, we simply have to look for the complete pole-configuration of 6-bar linkages (for n -5 we got Desargues' Configuration). Of course, it is primarily understood that all n-link, one-degree-of-motion mechanisms, overconstrained or not, sustaining in any case at least instantaneous motion, have the same complete pole-configuration if we look at the topology of her network-system without regard to straightness or measurement.
The example-linkages easiest to obtain are the Watt's chain and the Stephenson's chain. Both have the same pole-configuration for which n -6, (s = 0, d = 7), whereas there are 15 poles of which 7 are trivial, and further 20 pole-lines, each of them containing 3 poles, in accordance with AronholdKennedy's Rule, like before. By studying the pole-configuration of Watt's or of Stephenson's chain, it appears that each of the 15 poles seems to be incident with 4 pole-lines. Surprisingly, this is also true for Fig. 23 , which figure indeed has the same topology and structure as the pole-configuration for 6-bar linkages.
Any set of 5 links out of the 6-bar has to meet Desargues' Configuration. This can be done 6 times. Thus, as 6 times one bar may be set aside to form Desargues' Configuration, the complete configuration for 6-bars must contain 6 of these Desargues' Configurations. By selecting the triangles i^i^i^ti. P25P35P45 and PxPiePti, we observe them to be perspective from the respective centers Pis, P 56 , and P M . In doing this, we apparently observe only 3 out of a total of 6 of these Desargues' Configurations. The remaining poles P 2 3> ^34. and P42 have to join a straight-line according to the Aronhold-Kennedy Rule, but also because of Desargues' Theorem applied for each of these 3 perspectivities. Thus, the line P 2 3 ~ P34 -P42 appears to be Desargues' axis of perspectivity, in this case a common axis for the 3 selected perspectivities. In fact we are dealing with 3 successive perspectivities each time leading to the same axis of perspectivity. See Fig. 23 , which demonstrates the complete pole-configuration. Thus we have found Desargues' Generalized Theorem Three mutually perspective triangles possess three aligned centers of perspectivity and also a unique (homology) axis of perspectivity (meaning that the 3 axes of Desargues coincide). Naturally, the figure and the theorem can be used to design (over) constrained linkage mechanisms as we did with Desargues' Theorem (see for instance Figs. 12 and 13).
The Two 3D-EIations of Pole-Configurations
Section 3 demonstrated tw.o kinds of 3D-elations of complete pole-configurations. One of them, the stereoidal elation did not add new points. The other kinds did by adding Vi(n + \)n -Vin (n -1) = 5 new space-points, being two spatial projection-centers and the three vertices of a triangle in space. The latter elated Desargues' Configuration into Fig. 22 . By considering it as planar, Fig. 23 became the next pole-configuration. Naturally, this procedure can be repeated to obtain further generalizations of Desargues' Configuration.
In order to elate Fig. 23 by adjoining points, we reckon to adjoin n = 6 new points. They have to be the vertices of a spatial located triangle (ABC) in addition to 3 space-centers Si, S 2 , and S 3 from which to project the vertices of A^5Conto the plane, as we have seen resulting into the 3 mutually perspective triangles with a common axis of perspectivity.
The 3 spatial projection centers Si, S2, and S 3 are not entirely free: three conditions are necessary, namely, to let 3 tetrahedrons-each having one of these three mutually perspective triangles as a base triangle-to have a common intersection AABC (for the three planes S^4 \B U S 2 A 2 B 2 , and SyA^Bi having to intersect at the common side AB of the projection triangle ABC takes one condition. Whence for the 3 sides of AABC, three conditions are necessary). In other words, each of the spatial projection-centers have to join a surface in space. Once they are chosen on their respective surfaces, the projection triangle (ABC) can be constructed. And so, the elation adjoining points is on its way to completion, leading to the 7-bar pole-configuration.
The other 3D-elation, the one not adding new points, is in fact a stereoidal appearance of our planar pole-configuration. Doing this with Desargues' Configuration for 5 links, we obtained a tetrahedron intersected by a plane (see Fig. 21 ). Here, the tetrahedron is to be observed as a free stereoidal pointlattice, 5 not a solid body. Thus, the 4 planar poles P\ 2 , Pn, Pu, and P i5 are to be taken from the plane and to be replaced at the 4 knots of the steroidal point-lattice. The remaining points just remain in the plane then intersecting the lattice at those remaining points.
The stereoidal point-lattice of a 4-bar pole-configuration would be the space-triangle Pi 2 PnP\4 intersected by a plane, containing the points P 21 , P 34 , and P42 of the common line of intersection (see Fig. 3 ).« This kind of elation, therefore, is easily generalized. For n = 6, for instance, such an elation (of the 6-bar poleconfiguration) would be a stereoidal point-lattice consisting of the 5 interconnected random space-points PnPuP\iP\sPu, that is intersected by the plane containing the 10 remaining poles (see Fig. 26 ).
We may remark that if one of the 5 knots lies inside the tetrahedron formed by the remaining four, the tetrahedronsolid may be truncated into 4 smaller tetrahedron-solids through the planes formed by this inner knot and any two out of the remaining four (to obtain this, no line-segment or "spoke" adjoined to the initial tetrahedron may pierce the enclosed surface of the spoke's opposite triangle). See Fig. 24 . However, as soon as none of the 5 knots is enclosed by the tetrahedron s The use of the word "point-lattice" is a bit misleading for mathematicians; they would have called it a "3D-projection of a 4D-cyclic formed by the remaining points, the 5-point solid cannot be truncated into 4 tetrahedrons. For this reason we have to leave the idea of solid appearances and have to go for lattice-networks instead.
The random plane that intersects our 5-point stereoidal lattice intersects the lattice as we know at 10 other points, assuming that the spokes of the lattice are to be prolonged if necessary (note, that a trigonal bipyramid having 5 vertices, has only 9 edges, whereas our lattice has 10 spokes). The 10 intersection-points and the 5 "knot-points" of our stereoidal lattice together, form the 15 poles of our planar pole-configuration.
Each spoke contains 2 knots and 1 point of intersection with the plane and so represents an Aronhold-Kennedy-line of our pole-configuration. The 10 remaining lines are formed by the intersection-lines of the intersection plane and the 10 triangular faces (the 6 internal ones included) of our lattice (each line of intersection intersecting 3 sides of a triangle at 3 aligned points already counted for). Clearly, this 3D-elation, seen as a planar configuration, has the same network-topology as the complete pole-configuration of our planar 6-bar chain.
As we remember, such a configuration was determined by (3K -4)/2 = 7 poles. They are the 5 knots of our lattice and the 4 points on the spokes of this lattice, each of these four counted for half as each of them join a locus. Take care that the last 4 may not all be taken on the 6 spokes of the same tetrahedron of the lattice. However, taking this into account, it becomes easy to complete the stereographic picture of the 10 poles that are the intersections of our plane with the lattice. 6 Generalization of the Generalized Theorem The next generalization, naturally, will be based on 7-link mechanisms, for example those that meet Griibler's Criterionfor constrained motion in order to assemble the complete poleconfiguration. The latter will have 21 poles, of which 8V2 are independent, all spread out on 35 pole-lines, each containing only 3 poles. See, for instance the generating Fig. 10 as a starting figure to find the complete pole-configuration for n = 7 (it is sometimes difficult to find the poles; normally, one repeatedly applies Aronhold-Kennedy's Rule. If, however, this rule alone is not sufficient to find the complete configuration, one advisedly applies the method of joint-joining described in the author's paper [9] ). The 7-bar pole-configuration contains 4 mutual perspective triangles P21P31P41, PISPISPAS, ^26^36^46. and P 2 iPnPu, all having a common line of Desargues, namely the straight-line P21 -Pu -P«i-The perspective centers between any two of these triangles are respectively P15, P 56 , Pn, Pn, P^, and P 57 . That completes the configuration. Hence, the geometric The topology of the network-system being assembled this way appears to be exactly the same as the complete pole-configuration of an arbitrary and constrained 7-link mechanism, eventually meeting Griibler's Criterion. Thus, we have grounded the theorem:
Theorem 5 A 7-link chain allows 1st order instantaneous mobility as soon as three uniquely existing polequadrilaterals are mutually perspective from three aligned centers of perspectivity.
Overconstrained 7-link mechanisms are now to be assembled by just complying by this rule and giving them, for instance, an even number of roll-slides, as we did with Desargues' Configuration.
The stereoidal elation of the complete pole-configuration coordinated to a planar 7-link chain, will naturally be a 3D-lattice of 6 interconnected knot-points intersected by a plane. 
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Point-and /nc/h/ence Ta6te stowing (3S-7) •seymen/at/ons and tJ+M) tetrahedrons for trt/ncat/on of a y-noint
•so/tdif/ed ta/t/ee. Fig. 30 The knot-points of the lattice are respectively P n , P^, Pu, Pis, P\6, and Pn. The lattice may be constructed by starting from the 3D-lattice for a planar 6-bar pole-configuration adjoined by the 5 spokes that connects P 17 with the 5 knot-points of this lattice.
However, in order to obtain a truncatable solid, 6 we better start from a solid tetrahedron, then choose 2 random points inside, which we connect with themselves and with the 4 vertices of the tetrahedron (see Fig. 25 ). After truncation, we totally obtain 8 solid sub-tetrahedrons; four of them having opposite edges combining the edge connecting the internal points with each time one of the 4 edges of a closed, stereoidal loop along 4 edges of the composite tetrahedron, whereas the 4 remaining ones combine an inner-point with the 2 triangular outer-faces
Meaning that all spokes turn into edges after truncation of the solidified lattice.
having a common, thus far unused, edge of the composite tetrahedron (see Fig. 25 ).
Generally, the truncatability conditions among which "Gale's Evenness Condition," do not have to be met, but if they are met, it is easier to catch human imagination, as they allow splitting the lattice into 8 tetrahedrons turning all 15 spokes into edges, none exempted.
In order to demonstrate truncation or segmentation of a stereoidal point-lattice, on the basis of Gale's Evenness condition we consider a 7-link (eventually overconstrained) mechanism that is allowed to be a vacillating structure sustaining instantaneous motion. To carry this out, we first rename the 6 points of our lattice. Thus, a =• P n , b = P l3 , c = P 14 , d = Pis, e = Pi 6 and / = Pn, assuming that P l6 and P 17 are the inner points in this case. We then make up a list of possible sub-tetrahedrons, which, when put together, will constitute the composite tetrahedron (abed). In case we include the latter as being a sub-tetrahedron, all their triangular faces appear in pairs caused by segmentation. This is demonstrated in the incidence-table, showing the (8+1) sub-tetrahedrons and all 20 triangles of our 6-point lattice (see Fig. 29 ). Two of these triangles do not appear as a face of a sub-tetrahedron. But all spokes reappear 4 times as an edge of the sub-tetrahedrons. Anyway, the composite tetrahedron has been split up into 8 sub-tetrahedrons, listed in the incidence-table. Notice, that ocW-combinations (e.g., the singular ones and the three-somes) appear only at both sides of the point-table at the same time, or, not at all; a rule representing Gale's Evenness Condition for three dimensions. Filially note, that totally, there are 6 ways to truncate the solidified 6-point lattice (two for each of the three possible choices of a pair of opposite edges of the composite tetrahedron, playing a different role in truncation than the two remaining pairs).
The stereoidal picture of our lattice contains 6 knots and 15 spokes or line-segments. The intersecting plane joins each linesegment in a third point of an (elated) Aronhold-Kennedyline. We so obtain a total of 6 + 15 = 21 knots of the lattice including her intersections with the plane (see Fig. 28 ). The lattice further contains 20 triangular faces. They intersect the plane at 20 Aronhold-Kennedy-lines. So, together with the 15 spokes of the lattice, we have 35 (elated) Aronhold-Kennedylines. The demonstrated resemblance between the planar-and the spatial network proves, in fact, the permissibility of the earlier assumed stereoidal elation of our complete pole-configuration for 7-link mechanisms.
Closing Remarks About the General, Partly Elated Pole Configuration for n Links
By observing our 3D-point-lattices, required to interconnect (n -1) points, as 3D-projections of 4D-cyclic polytopes, the "Gale's Evenness Condition" 1 appears to be necessary for truncation having all spokes turned into edges of smaller tetrahedrons. So, even if there are n links instead of 7, already discussed, truncation of the solidified lattice remains possible [12, 13] . It appears that an (n -1) point-lattice may be trun-'These conditions are based on the fact that all triangular faces may only appear (if at all) in pairs caused by segmentation. This can be made true even for the 4 faces of the composite tetrahedron, just by considering the composite one as one also belonging to the truncated group of sub-tetrahedrons. So, for 5 links we have only the outside faces of the tetrahedron to truncate, leading to 2 sub-tetrahedrons (according to the number-formula) which are the composite tetrahedron counted twice, to have all reappearing faces occurring in pairs.
cated into ( l A)(n -X)(n -4) subtetrahedrons turning all (Vi)(n -1)(« -2) spokes into edges. See, for instance, the pointand incidence-table of Fig. 30 for n = 8. The remaining, nonelated part of the pole-configuration, then contains !/2(/!-l)(n-2) poles and (n -1)(« -2)(« -3)/6 AronholdKennedy-lines of the intersecting plane.
The investigation of the subject, described in this paper, has been triggered off and stimulated by the invitation of CIMAR's Director, Dr. J. Duffy, to carry out research on the theory of machines and mechanisms for a two-month period at the University of Florida.
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